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For contemporary information about nineteenth- and early twentieth-century buildings and architects, architectural periodicals are invaluable. The most important are (for illustrations) Academy Architecture (1897–1931); The Architect (1869–1926), later Architect and Building News (1926–71); Architects’ Journal (1919–); Architectural Review (1896–); (in particular for provincial work) The British Architect (1874–1919); The Builder (1842–1966); Building News (1857–1926); Modern Building Record (1910–14); R.I.B.A. Transactions (1835–92), Proceedings (1878–93) and Journal (1893–); (especially for the Arts and Crafts movement) The Studio (1893–1963). Kamen (see A3) gives full details of these and their changes of name. The illustrations in the Builder, vols. for 1843–83, have been indexed, see Richardson and Thorne below. For a bibliography of The Studio, see Chalcraft et al below.

In addition, current periodicals covering the period from a historical perspective include Architectural History, Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians and Victorian Society Annual. The Vic. Soc. issue typescript notes on buildings visited.

See also D and E.
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